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DIANE D
Series Synopsis
The DIANE D series is about a family owned Charity and Entertainment Organization
called The Diaz-Davidson Organization. The Diaz-Davidson Organization would
perform shows and concerts in clubs, theaters and arenas around the country and
around the world to raise money for charity.
The DIANE D series involves 3 generations of the Diaz-Davidson and Brown families.
The lead character of the series is the young, gorgeous, attractive, Dominican female
named Diane Denise Brown known by her stage name Diane D. Diane D’s maternal
grandparents Margarita and Tomas own and run the Diaz-Davidson Organization which
Diane D, her brothers and her husband work and perform for.
Diane D, her older brother Nicolas, her younger brother Mickey, their mom Mary and
Mary’s parents Margarita and Tomas and Mary’s siblings Tonio and Marilyn were all
born in the Dominican Republic. They speak both Spanish and English. Diane D’s dad
Barry Brown and his parents Gracy and Mike Brown and Barry’s siblings were all born
in St. Thomas, U.S. Virgin Islands. Diane D's handsome African-American husband
Michael lives with her and her mom’s side of the family in Northern Westchester, New
York.
Diane D is a performer who sings and dances on stage with six beautiful female back-up
singers and dancers called the Dianettes which includes her two cousins Nancy and
Charlotte and four other beautiful young ladies name Miranda, Bernice, Lonna and Kelly.
Diane D and the Dianettes are also gymnasts who sometimes do flips during their dance
performance routines.
Diane D is also extremely skilled in the martial arts and holds a Black Belt! Her martial
arts skills has caused her to be severely dangerous towards other people in the past.
Diane D also has extreme skills in meditation which a lot of times backfires on her. Her
meditation skills has caused strange side effects that brings another personality out of
her, sometimes two different personalities that are very eerie, creepy, vicious, powerful,
dangerous and murderous which Diane D herself or her original personality is totally
unaware of! The other personalities that come out of Diane D will do evil and harm!
They have become a danger to other people and to Diane D herself!
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The Return Of The Other Personality!
Volume 4 Synopsis
DIANE D The Return Of The Other Personality! is the fourth book of the series DIANE
D. It involves Diane D being locked away at an Upstate, New York mental institution for
the horrible vicious slaughter one of her other personalities has committed a year prior.
Family members of some of the other patients in the mental hospital want to know why
do several of Diane D’s family members get to stay in the mental institution with her,
while only one of them get to stay with their family member. The security guard tells
them that they have to make sure a lot of Diane D’s family members are at the mental
institution to keep Diane D’s other personality away, that they have to make sure her
killer personality or killer entity do not take over Diane D’s physical body while she’s
there.
Later on, Diane D is let out of the mental institution temporary on house arrest and is in
her family’s custody for the time being and is back at the organization. It is causing fear
around the organization making everyone feel very uncomfortable and very afraid
knowing Diane D’s presence is there at the organization. Several children at the
organization approach the staff members and claim to have seen Diane D sitting in a
chair inside her grandmother Margarita’s office angrily looking out the doorway at
them as they passed by Margarita’s office doorway. Staff members start to wonder
could it be the evil, vicious, powerful, dangerous and murderous other personality of
Diane D’s sitting there in the chair inside Margarita’s office angrily looking out into the
hallway at the children. The children also claim to have seen something black strapped
around both of Diane D’s ankles.
Diane D’s house arrest is over. She is locked back up in the mental institution. Her
family is planning to do a Fundraiser for the victims’ families by putting on a concert.
Diane D is planning to perform in the concert. She wants to know why the ticket sales
for the concert are not being sold out so fast this time when they usually sell out real
quick. She becomes suspicious. She thinks the ticket sales aren’t being sold fast enough
is because people might still be afraid of her.
Diane D is let out of the mental institution temporary on house arrest again. Days later,
a young white male named Kurt is very angry and very upset about the killing of his
father who was one of the police officers or swat team members killed by one of Diane
D’s other personalities. He secretly plots revenge against Diane D. When Kurt sneaks
up the back stairwell of Diane D’s family’s organization with a loaded gun in his hands,
he gets hurt in the process causing his mission to fail!
Diane D’s house arrest is over again. She is locked back up in the mental institution.
Michael’s parents are in the lobby of the mental institution talking with him. They are
scared for him. They fear for his safety and want him to leave Diane D. Diane D’s
relatives and organization staff members visit her as she sits depressed and
disappointed inside Margarita’s office inside the mental institution. They surround her
trying to comfort her, but Diane D is so upset about the public not purchasing tickets for
seats near the stage that she ignores everyone in the room.
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Days later, Diane D and her family discover that even though the ticket sales for their
family’s concert are practically sold out, still none of the rows of seats near the stage are
being sold. Diane D is very upset about the rows of seats near the stage not being sold
that she goes crazy and tries to escape right out of the mental institution right in front
of her family! She tries to break out of her grandmother Margarita’s office by pulling
and breaking away from her family! Her father, husband and brothers are forced to
bend down and lift Diane D right off her feet and carry her as she remains out of control,
until her grandma Margarita grabs a paddle that was beneath her desk, raises it high in
the air and whacks Diane D right on the behind with it causing Diane D to scream and
fall right out of her father’s, husband’s and brothers’ arms dropping to the floor! That
still didn’t stop Diane D! She tried to make another escape attempt until Margarita
swings the paddle and whacks her right on the behind several more times!
Diane D is let out of the mental institution temporary on house arrest again. She
performs on stage at a theater with martial arts performers from Asia. At the end of the
show, another young white male whose father was also killed by one of Diane D’s other
personalities secretly aims a gun at her from the balcony after she and the other
performers on stage take a bow.
An online commercial producer who is looking for a couple of female athletes hires
Diane D and her cousin Dangerous Dana to do an online Sword Fighting commercial.
When the Sword Fighting commercial is shown on the internet, Kurt and his family
burst into the producer’s office and sabotage the idea saying that both Diane D and Dana
don’t need to make money from the commercial due to them being criminals and that
Diane D killed his father. The online commercial is later squashed and not shown any
more preventing Diane D and Dana from making any more money from it. An owner of
a wax museum is inspired by Diane D and Dana’s online Sword Fighting commercial and
tells Diane D’s family that he wants to create Diane D and Dana’s online commercial in
wax! He is turned down by Diane D’s family. Later on, the wax museum owner decides
to secretly create wax figures of Diane D and Dana anyway behind Diane D, Dana and
their family’s back hoping that Diane D’s family will all change their minds once he
gives them a private viewing and they actually see the wax figures.
Kurt claims to see Diane D stalking him in a few different places on a few different
occasions. He even claim to have seen Diane D stalking him right inside his own
apartment building right on his floor! When a police officer confronts Diane D and her
family about it at the family’s organization, Diane D denies ever stalking Kurt claiming
that she does not know where he lives. Later on that night, Kurt has a nightmare. He
finds himself inside a creepy forest or woods at night. He hears a deep mysterious voice
way in the distance calling out for help! When he follows the sound of the voice, he is
shocked to see that the mysterious voice came from Diane D! He sees Diane D five yards
away from him down in the grass on her belly handcuffed, shackled and chained
trapped in a contortionist position trying to break loose from the handcuffs, shackles
and chains. When Diane D looks up and notices Kurt standing there, she asks him to
help her. Kurt doesn’t feel that he should help or trust Diane D knowing that she’s been
stalking him and knowing that she killed his father. He feels that Diane D somehow
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lured him there. He later gets chased by Diane D!
The following night, Kurt has another nightmare about Diane D right inside the same
creepy forest or woods at night. This time, he gets stalked and attacked by Diane D and
her look-alike soldiers! When Kurt wakes up, he tells his family and the police officer
about his nightmare of Diane D and wants the police officer to arrest Diane D for the
nightmares he’s having about her! The police officer tells Kurt that he cannot arrest
Diane D over his nightmare. Kurt is afraid to go back to sleep fearing to have another
nightmare about Diane D that he tries to force himself to stay awake, but he cannot stay
awake! When Kurt falls only half asleep, he suddenly sees Diane D and her look-alike
soldiers right inside his hospital room surrounding him!
The following night, Kurt has another nightmare about Diane D right inside the same
creepy woods at night! She is still in handcuffs, shackles and chains trapped in a
contortionist position as she approaches Kurt! Kurt becomes frightened! He gets up off
the grass then runs from Diane D through the dark woods, but she winds up stalking
him throughout the woods! He cannot seem to get rid of her!
Diane D is at a local hotel conference room apologizing to family members of the victims
one of her other personalities has killed which she still claims not to remember. When
Diane D keeps using the phrase ‘if she killed their loved ones’, the widows stand out of
their seats and go off on her, telling her there’s no ‘ifs’ about it, that she DID kill their
husbands whether she remembers it or not! Jeremy, a young white male whose father
was killed by one of Diane D’s other personalities, becomes very angry with Diane D also
accusing her of harming, tearing up and bringing pain and suffering to his entire family!
He angrily heads towards the front of the room towards Diane D, but all the other
families rush in front of him and try to stop him! Diane D hollers back at Jeremy telling
him to stay in his seat and warns him not to come near her! Jeremy ignores Diane D’s
warning and continues to head right towards her anyway! When he reaches Diane D
and physically tries to attack her, Diane D immediately goes right into a defense mode
then she and Jeremy get into a vicious fight right in front of all the victims’ families as
they scream! Diane D then locks Jeremy’s arms behind his back as she puts him in a
choke hold, then body slams both herself and Jeremy to the floor! When the families are
about to pull Diane D off Jeremy, she back kicks them all causing some of them to get
hurt! They had no choice but to throw objects at Diane D to stop her, but she puts
Jeremy’s body right in the line of fire and he gets hit by the objects instead! She also
kung fu kicks the objects right back at the families causing more of them to get hurt!
The families are very powerless to stop Diane D’s rage! Dr. Stone and Diane D’s family
finally burst into the back door and are shocked to see Diane D spinning and swinging
Jeremy’s body around ready to slam his body right into the wall! The police burst into
the back door and aim their guns right at Diane D telling her to drop Jeremy! When
Diane D ignores their orders to drop Jeremy, they pull their triggers and shoot!
Countless victims are sent to the hospital!
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Chapter 1
The Mental Hospital
Several of Diane D’s family members including her parents Mary and Barry, her
maternal grandparents Margarita and Tomas, her paternal grandparents Gracy and
Grandpa Mike, her husband Michael, her older brother Nicolas, her younger brother
Mickey and some of her cousins Eduardo, Raquel, Elisa, Nancy and Charlotte are sadly
standing inside the lobby of the mental institution talking and drinking coffee. They
then turn and head towards the elevators.
Across the lobby, several family members of some of the other patients in the mental
hospital look across the lobby at Diane D’s family members. They watch Diane D’s
family members head to one of the elevators then enter the elevator. They then see the
elevator doors shut behind them. They turn around to a white male security guard
around his mid-40’s who is standing behind them talking with a couple of other male
security guards. One of the family members, a Hispanic male around his mid-40’s, says
to the security guard, “Excuse me sir.”
The security guard turns his head and looks at the man. He then approaches the
man and says, “Yes sir, what can I do for you?”
“You know I don’t understand.”
“You don’t understand? Understand what?”
“Why do several of Diane D’s family members get to stay here in the mental
institution with her, while only one of us get to stay here with our family member?”
“Because we have to make sure a lot of Diane D’s family members are here to keep
that other vicious personality of hers at bay.”
“What? You have to make sure a lot of Diane D’s family members are here, to keep
that other vicious personality of hers at bay? What do you mean keep that other vicious
personality of hers at bay?”
“We have to make sure that the other vicious personality do not come here and take
over Diane D’s physical body while she’s here.”
“What? You have to make sure that the other vicious personality do not come here
and take over Diane D’s physical body?”
“Yes! When those two doctors hypnotized Diane D last year, they found out that she
had two other personalities and both of those other personalities came out to the
surface.”
“Yeah we heard about that,” one of the women says.
“We sure did,” another man says.
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“Yeah,” the security guard says. “The doctors spoke to the other two personalities
and the other two personalities spoke back to them! I heard that one of the
personalities did mention to the doctors, that whenever Diane D is locked up anywhere
like inside jail, prison or the mental institution, that personality will come to Diane D’s
physical body, pull Diane D’s original soul, spirit or personality out of her physical body
then enter her physical body and take her original soul, spirit or personality’s place
while her physical body is in jail, prison or the mental institution. I heard that
personality told the doctors that they do not come to Diane D’s physical body and take
her original soul, spirit or personality’s place while her family members are around!
That personality told the doctors that they do not get involved with Diane D’s family
members nor want to be around Diane D’s family members.”
“That other personality doesn’t get involved with Diane D’s family members nor
want to be around her family members?” another woman asks. “Why not?! Why
doesn’t that other personality want to get involved with Diane D’s family members nor
want to be around her family members?”
“I heard that the other personality leave that part to Diane D’s original soul, spirit or
personality. So if Diane D’s family members are not here, that other soul, spirit or
personality might come right to her physical body again, pull her original soul, spirit or
personality out of her physical body then go into her physical body and take her original
soul, spirit or personality’s place and none of us will even know it!”
“Oh nooo!” everyone else shouts.
“We’ll just all assume that it’s Diane D’s original soul, spirit or personality! If that
evil, vicious personality go into Diane D’s physical body and take her original soul, spirit
or personality’s place again, who knows if that evil vicious personality might start
killing people here!”
“Oh no!” everyone else shouts as they frighteningly stare at the security guard.
“Oh yes! It already killed a lot of those authority figures who tried to enter that
hypnosis room last year!”
“We know!” the second man shouts, “three police officers, two swat team members
and a priest! That’s six people altogether!
“That’s right, that vicious personality killed six people and it injured a lot of other
police officers, swat team members and a lot of other security guards too! One of them
wound up brain dead, another one is still in a coma! They can still die later!”
“Oh God!” everyone else shouts.
“We don’t want to be next!”
“We don’t blame you!” the first woman shouts. “We understand! We heard that
Diane D’s other personality even caused that little kid Marcus to take his own life by
coming into his dreams and nightmares! That’s seven people altogether! That’s seven
people Diane D’s other personality killed so far!”
“That’s right, that’s true! If what that evil vicious personality did to all those
authority figures can happen before, it can surely happen again! I don’t want that evil,
vicious personality to come here! I don’t want to be on the receiving end of that vicious
personality’s wrath! Now you don’t want that evil, vicious personality of Diane D’s to
come here to Diane D’s physical body, snatch and pull Diane D’s original soul, spirit or
personality right out of her physical body then enter her body and take her original soul,
spirit or personality’s place and cause havoc here do you, especially while your family
members are patients here!” The people frighteningly stare at the security guard. He
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then says, “I don’t want that beast coming here! That’s why Diane D’s family members
HAVE to be here, to keep that vicious killer other personality away from her physical
body and to keep it away from here! I want to make it out of here alive and get back
home to my family! They want to see me again and I want to see them again too!”
“Well if that evil vicious personality might come into Diane D’s physical body again
and take over her physical body while she’s here, I’m transferring my family member
the hell out of this mental institution!” the first man shouts.
“Me too!” the first woman shouts. “I don’t want that evil vicious beast to kill my
family member!”
“Me neither!” the second man shouts. “I hear that evil vicious personality of Diane
D’s is very powerful! I hear that it has superhuman strength!”
“It does have superhuman strength!” the security guard shouts. “I mean anybody
that is capable of lifting a heavy psychiatrist couch right up off the floor and hold it real
high up in the air, then starts spinning it around and around while several broken
chains are still hooked and attached to them, then tossing the heavy couch twenty to
thirty feet across the room at a very fast speed like if it was a piece of rag and take down
six men, especially cops and swat team members who had guns and rifles, has to be the
work of something supernatural! I mean that’s not normal!”
“It certainly isn’t!” the first woman shouts.
“That’s why we have to keep several family members of Diane D’s here to avoid that
other personality or evil, vicious entity from approaching Diane D’s physical body and
take over it again causing havoc and I would not want to be around if that ever happens
here and I know none of you would want your family members to be here either if that
ever happens!” The people frighteningly stare at the security guard.
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Chapter 2
Curious Journalists Approach Nancy And Question Her About
Diane D
One afternoon, Nancy and her boyfriend Evan, a young handsome Hispanic male,
are coming out of a courtroom in White Plains, New York. They step into the hallway as
Evan turns to Nancy and says, “Hey Nancy, which way is the office you’re supposed to
meet up with your family?”
“I think it’s the office that way,” Nancy says as she points to her left. “Come on.”
Nancy and Evan turn to their left and walk down a large hallway.
Three curious journalists, a white male around his mid-40’s with short light brown
hair who has a microphone, a taller stocky black male around his late-40’s who’s bald
and wearing a trench coat who also has a microphone, a white female around her
mid-40’s with dark shoulder length hair also with a microphone and a white male
camera person pointing a camera, rush towards Nancy as the journalists shout to her,
“Hey Nancy! Miss Nancy!”
Nancy and Evan stop and turn around. They see the journalists and camera man
rushing towards them.
The journalists and the camera man approach Nancy and Evan as the white male
journalist shouts, “Hi Nancy! How are you?!” Nancy and Evan puzzled look at the
journalist. The white male journalist then says, “How you doing Nancy?”
“Okay,” Nancy puzzled says.
“Okay? Good! So Nancy, can we ask you a few questions, if you have the time?”
“A few questions?”
“Yeah.”
“Well, what is it?”
“How is your cousin Diane D doing?”
“How’s Diane doing?”
“Yeah!”
“She’s okay.”
“She is? That’s good! How is she coping with being locked up inside the mental
hospital or mental institution? How is it like for her there? How is she handling it?”
“She’s handling it okay I guess.”
“She is? That’s good. How does she feel being locked up inside there?”
“Well, she feels that she’s being locked up and punished for something she doesn’t
remember doing.”
“What!” the black male journalist shouts. “Feels locked up and punished for
something she doesn’t remember doing?! She still don’t remember what she did last
year?!”
“No she doesn’t.”
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“She still doesn’t believe she killed anybody?!”
“No she still doesn’t believe it. She claims all she knows, is that she was about to be
hypnotized inside that hypnosis room last year. The next thing she knows, is that she
wakes back up in tremendous pain, didn’t know why she was in pain and didn’t know
where the hell the pain came from! The next thing she knows, is that she’s laying in the
hospital still in pain and discovers sores, wounds and bruises all on her body. She
wondered if she was in a car wreck or something or did she get ran over by some
vehicle.”
“What! She wondered if she was in a car wreck and wandered if she got ran over by
a vehicle?! She didn’t know that she killed six people?!”
“No she did not know. She wasn’t told that until days later.”
“What!” the white female journalist shouts. “Diane D wasn’t told that she killed six
people until days later?! My goodness! How did she feel when she heard about that?!
How did she feel when she heard that she killed six people?!”
“She was shocked when she heard that, she couldn’t believe it!”
“She couldn’t?!”
“No! She felt real bad when she heard about that because she says she’s not a killer
and does not go around killing people!”
“That’s what she said?”
“Yeah. The next thing she knows, is that she’s locked up inside the mental
institution again and to this day, she still doesn’t know why she’s locked up in there.”
“She still doesn’t know why she’s locked up in a mental institution?!” the black male
journalist shouts.
“No she doesn’t! She feels she’s innocent!”
“She feels she’s innocent?”
“Yes she does.”
“Wow, that is so sad!”
“It is,” the white male journalist says. “I feel for Diane D Nancy! I really do! I know
she’s sorry she ever agreed to allow herself to be hypnotized because look where she’s at
now! How is she being treated in the mental institution?”
“She’s being treated very well there.”
“She is?”
“Yeah. The doctors, nurses, hospital staff members and my family members are
always around her taking great care of her.”
“They are?”
“Yes they are.”
“That’s good.”
“How does the mental hospital or mental institution look like on the outside
Nancy?” the black male journalist asks.
“It’s a very beautiful place,” Nancy says.
“It is?”
“Yeah. It sort of looks like a palace on the outside.”
“A palace?”
“Yeah.”
“How does it look on the inside?”
“The inside looks like a palace too.”
“It does?”
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“Yeah. It’s not bad at all.”
“It’s not?”
“No.”
“Wow. So what I get, is that Diane D is locked up inside a place that looks like a
palace on the inside and outside, has doctors, nurses, hospital staff members and her
family members always around her on hand and foot taking good care of her. It sounds
to me like Diane D went from slaughtering several people, to living life like a princess!
Anyway, we hear that Diane D gets a chance to come out of the mental institution
temporarily. We hear that she gets house arrest at times, is that true?”
“Yes it’s true.”
“It is?! You mean she not only lives like a princess, but gets to come out of the
palace too after taking innocent people’s lives?!”
“She does not stay in any palace Sir!”
“You just said that the place your cousin Diane D stays in looks like a palace on the
inside and outside! As far as I’m concerned, that’s a palace!”
“But when she gets house arrest, she is not able to leave the house!”
“But she still gets to go home to her family temporarily! The people’s lives she took
are not able to do that!”
“I understand that, but what do you want me to do? I can’t bring those people
back!”
“Nancy,” the white male journalist says. “We hear that your grandmother Miss
Margarita has your cousin Diane D watched at all times at the mental institution and at
home when Diane D is on house arrest to keep your cousin Diane D from secretly
meditating to prevent her other personality from coming out to the surface again, which
caused all that havoc last year and wind up slaughtering six people and seriously
injuring more than twenty others! Even though it’s a year later, more victims of Diane
D’s other personality’s wrath still might die! A couple of them are brain dead and might
have to be taken off life support! So is it true?! Is it true that your grandmother Miss
Margarita has your cousin Diane D watched at all times to keep your cousin Diane D
from secretly meditating to prevent her vicious and dangerous other personality from
coming out to the surface again?”
“Yeah it’s true.”
“It is?! We hear that your grandmother Miss Margarita has Diane D watched even
while Diane D is in the bathroom like when she’s taking a shower! Is that true?”
“Yeah.”
“Wow! So that means that Diane D is being seen completely naked without any
clothes on at all?”
“Yeah, and what’s your point Mister?”
“What we would like to know is, does Diane D still have any bruises left on her body
after that ordeal she, or should I say ‘her OTHER personality’ went through, like
breaking loose from those chains she was strapped in while she was hypnotized?
Because a few people have said, that they can see slight bruises around Diane D’s arms
and wrists. A few nurses at the mental hospital said, that they can see slight bruises
around Diane D’s lower legs and ankles. So that means Diane D does have some leftover
bruises on her body, right?”
“It is not my place to tell my cousin’s private business. All I will tell you, is that her
bruises has healed.”
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“Her bruises has healed?”
“Yes they have.”
“You mean she doesn’t have any bruises left on her body at all.”
“Just slight bruises.”
“Slight bruises that the nurses can see, right?”
“Yes.”
“Wow! Is she still in pain from those slight bruises?”
“No she’s not in pain anymore.”
“She’s not?”
“No.”
“Oh that’s nice! Good for her! I’m glad she’s not in pain anymore! We hear that all
the females in your family take turns to watch Diane D while she’s in the bathroom or
taking a shower, is that true?”
“Yes all the females, except for Charlotte.”
“All the females except for Charlotte? Why not Charlotte?”
“Because Charlotte is afraid that other personality might come into Diane again
while she’s alone inside the bathroom with her, and she doesn’t want to take any chance
of meeting or encountering that other personality, like me and my grandma did.”
“Really?!” the black male journalist shouts. “Charlotte doesn’t want to take the
chance of meeting or encountering that other personality like you and your grandma
did?! Wow, that is heavy! So Charlotte refuses to be alone inside the bathroom with
Diane D?”
“Yeah.”
“Then how come you and the rest of the females in your family aren’t afraid to be
alone inside the bathroom with Diane D?”
“It’s not that I and the rest of the females in my family aren’t afraid to be alone
inside the bathroom with Diane, but someone has to be in there to watch her to make
sure she does not sneak to meditate while she’s in there.”
“I see. Do you and the rest of the females in your family look at Diane D the whole
entire time while Diane D is in the bathroom, especially while she’s behind the shower
curtain taking a shower?”
“Yes. That’s the p0int of us being inside the bathroom with her in the first place, is
to look at her the whole entire time while she’s in there, especially while she’s behind
the shower curtain.”
“Doesn’t the shower curtain be closed?”
“Only halfway.”
“Just halfway?”
“Yeah.”
“So you can be able to see Diane D, right?”
“Exactly.”
“Do you really have to look at Diane D the whole entire time while she is in the
bathroom and shower?”
“Yes, that’s the way my Grandma has it, is for us to watch Diane the whole entire
time while Diane is in the bathroom and shower to make sure she does not sneak to
meditate.”
“So you don’t take your eyes off Diane D at all?”
“No.”
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“Not even to read a book or be on your smartphone or anything?”
“Nope. My grandma doesn’t allow us to bring any items or gadgets into the
bathroom while we’re inside there with Diane.”
“She doesn’t?”
“No. She said our eyes is to just focus on Diane and nothing else.”
“My God, I couldn’t handle that! I couldn’t handle anybody constantly inside the
bathroom with me watching me while I’m in there looking at what I’m doing, watching
every move I make! I don’t know how in the world Diane D even handles that! It would
freak me out, that’s for sure! What if Diane D all of a sudden, has to get up during the
middle of the night and use the bathroom? Does someone else in the family get up
during the middle of the night and go into the bathroom with her?”
“Yeah, my grandma usually gets up during the middle of the night and goes into the
bathroom with her.”
“Your grandma?! Really?!”
“Yeah.”
“Isn’t your grandma Miss Margarita afraid, that she might encounter Diane D’s
other personality again like she did before inside the hospital bathroom last year?
Because if it happened once before, it can happen again! Isn’t your grandma afraid?”
“Yeah we’re all afraid! But it’s something my family just has to deal with! But as far
as anybody in my family knows, none of us has had any encounters with Diane’s other
personality since my grandma did inside that hospital bathroom last year.”
“None of you did?”
“No none of us, as far as any of us knows.”
“Oh, okay! That’s good! That’s good to hear! I guess it means that Diane D’s other
personality probably kept away and stayed at bay! I guess having Diane D watched at
all times to keep her from secretly meditating worked after all!”
“I guess it did.”
“How does Diane D feel about being watched and looked at the whole entire time
while she’s in the bathroom or behind the shower curtain taking a shower?” the white
female journalist asks. “Doesn’t she feel that her privacy is being invaded or taken
away?!”
“I don’t know what she feels or what she thinks Miss. She doesn’t really talk about
it.”
“She doesn’t?”
“No.”
“Not at all?”
“No. She just seems to suck it up and do what she has to do.”
“Really! And you or another female in your family would just watch her while she’s
in the bathroom or shower and not take your eyes off her at all?”
“Correct. That’s the way my Grandma wants it.”
“Yeah that might be the way YOUR GRANDMA wants it Nancy! But what about what
Diane D wants?! What about how she feels?! Doesn’t she feel uncomfortable with you
or anybody else in your family watching her and staring at her while she’s in the
bathroom?! It sounds like your grandma Miss Margarita is really punishing Diane D for
secretly meditating, because having Diane D be watched at all times even while she’s in
the bathroom isn’t right! It’s an invasion of privacy and it's just not right at all!”
“That’s easy for YOU to say Ma’am! It wasn’t YOUR granddaughter or someone in
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YOUR family who killed six people last year and injured tons of others! My grandma
had witnessed what happened inside that hypnosis room! She witnessed the whole
entire thing, she was there! She saw all the horror and bloodshed that happened inside
that hypnosis room, so did several of my other family members who were inside the
room! It wasn’t like they were inside the room watching a movie or something, they
saw horror and death happening right before their eyes! They saw and witness police
officers being shot! They saw people’s heads being bashed in getting split wide open!
They saw people being knocked out cold! A lot of the police officers and swat team
members got injured real bad! My family saw injured police officers and swat team
members laying helpless on the floor! It was like a war zone in there! My family
couldn’t believe the power and superhuman strength Diane’s other personality had
when her other personality lifted that heavy psychiatrist couch right up off the floor,
held it high up in the air then started spinning it around and around, then tossed it
twenty or thirty feet right across the room like it was nothing, then wound up hitting
other police officers and swat team members who were about to enter that hypnosis
room! A couple of police officers wound up being brain dead!”
“Brain dead?!” the black male journalist shouts.
“Yes! Their families might have to take them off life support, then have their organs
donated!”
“Have their organs donated?! My God! Diane D, or should I say ‘her other
personality’ did that much damage to them?!”
“Well if a heavy flying object came flying and speeding at your head at fifty or sixty
miles an hour, you think you’ll come out of that situation not dead or not seriously
injured?! I don’t think so! My grandma and other family members who were in that
room almost got hurt themselves when Diane’s other personality threw that psychiatrist
couch right above their heads practically skinning their heads! If they hadn’t duck in
time, that psychiatrist couch would have slammed right into THEIR heads instead and
they would have been the ones killed or seriously injured! They would have been the
ones laying on that floor. My grandma and my other family members are never gonna
forget what they saw and witnessed inside that hypnosis room! It’s a year later and
they’re all still traumatized by it! As a matter of fact, they practically get nightmares
from what they saw and witnessed inside that hypnosis room!”
“They get nightmares from it?!”
“Yes they do! They wake up in cold sweats!”
“They do?!”
“Yes they do!”
“Oh God. Do they get nightmares about it all the time?!”
“Not really. Just every so often.”
“Every so often? What do they actually see in their nightmares?”
“The same thing they saw and witnessed inside that hypnosis room, Diane’s other
personality attacking all those authority figures and priest with that flying psychiatrist
couch! They feel like they’re living that same horror all over again! If my cousin
Charlotte and I had not decide to leave that hypnosis room and would have stayed in
there with my grandma and the rest of our family members, she and I would have
definitely witnessed what happened inside that room and we would have been
traumatized and get nightmares about it too! Thank God she and I left that hypnosis
room! After all that slaughter and bloodshed my grandma and my other family
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members saw and witnessed inside that hypnosis room, now they’re sorry they ever
stayed inside that hypnosis room and wish they had left that hypnosis room right along
with me and Charlotte! And they’re sorry they ever agreed to let Diane be hypnotized
because now their lives are changed forever! They have to live with the horror of seeing
and witnessing their own family member committing those gruesome killings and now
have to see psychiatrists themselves from what they all saw and went through!”
“They all have to see psychiatrists?” the white male journalist asks.
“Yes they do! My grandma and my grandpa were at the psychiatrist’s office today!
They had appointments themselves!”
“They did?”
“Yes they did! My Aunt Mary and my Uncle Barry who are Diane’s mom and dad
were at the psychiatrist’s office yesterday!”
“They were?”
“Yes!”
“Wow! I can imagine what your Aunt Mary and Uncle Barry are going through right
now! After all, Diane D IS their daughter!”
“Yes she is their daughter and they are going through a lot right now! My dad went
to see the psychiatrist two days ago!”
“Your dad too?”
“Yes!”
“And your dad is Diane D’s Uncle Tonio, who was inside that hypnosis room too.”
“Yes he was!”
“Oh God.”
“Diane’s brother Nicolas went to see the psychiatrist last week, so did her husband
Michael.”
“Her husband and brother too?!”
“Yeah! They were inside that hypnosis room too, they saw everything, so did my
aunt Marilyn.”
“Your aunt Marilyn was inside that hypnosis room too, right?”
“Yes she was! She went to see a psychiatrist a few days ago!”
“She did?”
“Yes she did! I have to see a psychiatrist myself from the encounter and experience
I had with meeting Diane’s other personality inside my family’s house that night!”
“You too?!” the black male journalist asks.
“Yes me too! Now I’m sorry I ever told my family about the encounter I had with
Diane’s other personality that night because look where it’s gotten us! We all have to
see psychiatrists now! Our whole lives has changed forever! That encounter and
experience I had with meeting Diane’s other personality inside my family’s house that
night is one experience I will never forget! It is going to stay with me and haunt me for
the rest of my life! That horror and bloodshed my family members had to witness
inside that hypnosis room is one experience THEY will never forget! It is going to stay
with THEM and haunt THEM for the rest of THEIR lives! Now you see why my family
and I have to constantly stay in therapy?”
“Wow Nancy!” the white male journalist shouts. “I’m sorry that you and your
family members are going through this! And I’m sorry that your family members had to
witness the horror, slaughter and bloodshed that happened inside that hypnosis room,
especially by someone in their own family! There was no way your family members
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